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	This long-awaited complement to Appleman's previous bestseller shows programmers how to turbocharge VB by describing how to control the entire Windows API. Divided into three parts, the book begins with a series of programming puzzles of increasing complexity. Each puzzle describes a typical API function, followed by a small VB program applying the function. These programs almost work but are all missing something. Readers are challenged to solve the puzzle and fix the program -- thus learning in the process. The second part contains solutions to the puzzles, along with in-depth technical explanations, while the final part concludes with general tutorials that readers can refer to for help in solving the problems.
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Show Me Macromedia Flash MX 2004Que, 2004
  			Show Me Macromedia Flash MX offers readers a fast, visual way to learn Flash MX, solve problems, and get work done! 

  			

	
    Step-by-step instructions with accompanying visuals requires less time reading and more time learning this popular Web authoring...
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Chemical testing of textiles (Woodhead Publishing Series in Textiles)Woodhead Publishing, 2005

	It has long been my desire to contribute to a textbook that is solely devoted to the chemical analysis of textiles. Thus, when Woodhead Publishing contacted me about editing this book, I enthusiastically accepted the offer. Now, with the hard work of a team of contributors who are professors, material researchers and textile analysts from...
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SQL Server Execution PlansRed gate, 2012

	Every day, out in the various online forums devoted to SQL Server, and on Twitter, the same types of questions come up repeatedly: Why is this query running slowly? Why is SQL Server ignoring my index? Why does this query run quickly sometimes and slowly at others? My response is the same in each case: have you looked at the execution plan? An...
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HTML5 Boilerplate Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012

	Master Web Development with a robust set of templates to get your projects done quickly and effectively


	Overview

	
		Master HTML5 Boilerplate as starting templates for future projects
	
		Learn how to optimize your workflow with HTML5 Boilerplate templates and set up servers optimized for...
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (17th Edition)Que, 2006
Be a part of the best-selling Upgrading and Repairing series with the latest edition of the flagship book, Upgrading and Repairing PCs. Author Scott Mueller has taught thousands in his seminars and millions through his...
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Electronic Circuits for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2004
FROM CIRCUIT FAINT HEART TO CIRCUIT LION HEART IN 57 EASY AND FUN LESSONS  

  Featuring everything an electronics hobbyist could want to learn about circuits and circuit design, Dave Cutcher's Electronic Circuits for the Evil Genius makes it fun to achieve genuine mastery, one simple lesson at a time. What's...
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